dependent on certain task characteristics. In order to predict what characteristics would encourage more or less planning they adopted the framework of rational analysis (cf. Anderson, 1990 Anderson, , 1993 Beach and Mitchell, 1978; Christensen-Szalanski, 1978 , 1980 March, 1978; Mitchell and Beach, 1990 ; J.W. Payne, 1982; J.W. Payne, Bettman, and Johnson, 1993; Simon, 1978 Simon, , 1990 ). The idea is that continued search of the problem space takes place at increasing cost. The optimality principle of the rational analysis framework predicts that planning will continue until the expected benefits (a function of the amount of improvement and the probability of improvement) over the current best partial plan do not justify the increased costs (such as mental effort) required to generate further partial plans (Simon, 1978; Anderson, 1995) .
Within this rational model of planning behaviour O'Hara and Payne (1998) introduced the notion of implementation cost of a problem solving operator, namely the cost associated with bringing about the effects of a particular operator in the world. This cost is comprised of such factors as the amount of time, physical effort and mental effort associated with effecting an operator, e.g. the time and physical effort associated with typing a command string to effect a particular function. O'Hara & Payne (1998) argue that planning should continue until the computed benefits of further planning are outweighed by the costs that would be incurred by continued planning. The benefits of further planning can be considered in terms of more efficient solutions to problems that might be generated (in terms of number of operators that must be applied). The benefits of more efficient solutions plans are a function not just of the reduction in number of operators they allow over the previous best plan but also of the "implementation cost" associated with each operator. Bearing this function in mind, the benefits of more efficient solution plans will be greater when the implementation cost is higher and therefore planning activity should increase when implementation costs are larger.
As a more concrete illustration, consider the following example which, for the purposes of simplicity, restricts the discussion to time costs only. The theory suggests that plans will stop being considered when the expected improvement over the current best plan is less than the cost associated with the time to compute the next instantiation. Let us assume that the current best plan B1 will allow the goal to be reached in 10 moves. Let us also assume that 5 seconds is the expected time necessary to generate a plan which would improve on B1 by one move and allow the goal to be reached in 9 moves. In a situation where the implementation cost associated with a particular operator was, for example, 1 second, reducing the solution length by one move would only save one second. As such the expected 5 seconds necessary to make this improvement of 1 second could not be justified and thus plan B1 would be accepted. In a situation where, the implementation cost associated with an operator was 10 seconds, an improvement of 1 move would save 10 seconds and so would justify the extra 5 seconds planning time necessary to bring about this improvement. It can be seen how an increase in operator implementation cost might cause an increase in the amount of planning. By implication such increased planning will reduce the amount of acting which needs to be done to get to the goal.
On the planning side of trade-off between planning cost and implementation cost, one can also consider increases in the mental costs of generating new plans. As these mental costs increase, particular implementation costs will become gradually less able to justify further consideration of plans, leading to shorter planning times. Another way in which increases in the mental costs associated with further planning might arise, is that as the current plan gets better and better, it becomes, according to Anderson's (1993) goodness distribution, increasingly difficult to improve on this plan. Thus, generating improvements will take relatively more mental search time. One could argue that better initial plans are produced as a result of learning through repeated performance of a problem. On later trials, as a result of producing better plans through learning, it should become increasingly difficult for a particular implementation cost to justify the increased planning time necessary to make an improvement; therefore planning should be stopped sooner. That is, satisficing will occur sooner. This leads to the prediction that planning times should drop off with an increase in trial number according to the extent of learning and recalling better and better partial plans.
In order to test these planning and learning hypotheses associated with implementation cost, O'Hara and Payne (1998) reported four experiments in which the user interface to simple puzzles was manipulated (for similar experiments, but interpreted differently see Svendsen, 1991; Schar, 1996) . Using the 8-puzzle (see method section of experiment 2), they showed that when a longer keying sequence was required to make a move, participants engaged in more planning. This increase in planning was evident in concurrent verbal protocols, and in increased inter-move latencies. Shorter solutions (in terms of number of moves) and better learning about the puzzle (as shown by transfer to other versions of the puzzle using other user interfaces) were also associated with longer keying sequences and interpreted as resulting from increased planning. The performance effects were replicated with Tower of Hanoi and the Slide-Jump puzzle (see method section experiment 1).
Within the cost-benefit framework introduced above, there are other ways besides command length by which the cost-benefit structure of an interaction can be manipulated. For example, it is possible to manipulate other dimensions of operator implementation cost, such as time.
In addition, implementation cost can be selectively imposed on particular operator types such as undo operators. This article presents some experiments demonstrating how these types of manipulations, which are of direct concern to the domain of Human-Computer Interaction, can be encompassed within the same explanatory cost-benefit framework adopted by O'Hara and Payne (1998) . The first experiment reported here examines the impact of error recovery costs on planning and action, while the second and third experiments look at the implementation costs associated with system response times.
Experiment 1

INTRODUCTION
A cost manipulation that may be of important practical concern for the design of user interfaces is that of ease of error recovery. Most research effort aimed at support for error recovery has focused on the provision of optimal "undo" facilities from the perspective of consistency with users' expectations, or to allow maximally flexible recovery of earlier system states (e.g. Yang, 1988) . The concerns here are quite different: do the costs of error recovery have reliable effects on problem solving strategies, in keeping with the predictions of rational analysis?
The cost manipulations studied by O'Hara and Payne (1988) do not really distinguish between costs associated with forward movement through the search space and those associated with error recovery. The search tree for the 8-puzzle (see introduction to experiment 2 for a description of this puzzle) used in their experiments has no blind-alleys (i.e. no reachable states from which there are no legal moves), and so does not allow the distinction to be made. In order to investigate the costs of error recovery independently of the costs of forward moves, a puzzle is necessary for which the search tree contains blind alleys. The slide-jump puzzle is one such puzzle (see method section below).
The cost-benefit framework assumes that subjects make some judgement of the potential benefits of mental effort in terms of likely savings in future effort. However, in the published experiments, the difference between the high-cost and low-cost conditions is immediately experienced by subjects and does not only emerge in the uncertain future. In contrast, when the only difference between problem situations is the cost of making an error, this difference will not affect subjects' experience immediately they begin interacting with the device. A manipulation of error recovery cost is therefore a more direct test of the idea that problem solvers are sensitive to possible future costs and benefits.
METHOD
Subjects
The subjects were 30 students in the psychology department of the University of Wales, College Cardiff. Each subject was given either £3.00 or credit as part of their compulsory course requirement.
The slide-jump puzzle
In this version of the slide-jump puzzle there are 3 circles and 3 squares arranged in a row. The circles are all on the right and the squares on the left and the two sets are separated by a blank space in the middle (See figure 1) . The aim of the puzzle is to get all the circles on the left and all the squares on the right. However, there are certain constraints on the type of moves that are permitted. One can either slide pieces into the blank space or jump over another piece into the blank space: the circles can only be moved to the left and the squares to the right. 
Apparatus
The experiment was run on an Apple Macintosh II vi, with an extended keyboard. The task was presented in HyperCard (Version 2.0). In all the user interfaces, each piece was labelled with a unique number. Movement of a particular circle or square was achieved simply by pressing the number of the piece to be moved. For all interfaces, subjects were prevented from making any illegal moves, and were informed of their attempts to do so by the sounding of a short beep.
In the low-cost undo interface, movement back up a path in the search space was achieved by pressing the '0' key. One press would backtrack one move, two presses two moves and so on.
The high-cost undo interface required subjects to press the '0' key to reveal the cursor at the command prompt, type in the command of the form "undo last move" and then hit the <return> key. This procedure would have to be repeated for every move to be backtracked. Subjects were informed of any syntax errors that they made and were required to completely retype commands if such an error was made.
Design
The experiment was a 2-factor mixed design comparing different aspects of people's problem solving behaviour according to which interface they used. The factors were:
(1) Interface (high-cost undo vs. low-cost undo) -between subjects.
(2) Trial (1-10) -within subjects.
The different aspects of problem solving behaviour being measured as dependent variables were the number of moves to solution, total time to solution, and the inter-move latencies (as a measure of cognitive effort -cf. Ericsson, 1974a, b, c; Robertson and Black, 1986) .
Procedure
Subjects were presented with instructions informing them of the aim of the slide-jump puzzle, the rules of piece movement and the procedures for moving the pieces. They were told that they would have to solve the same puzzle several times. When they were ready, subjects would click on the mouse to continue. The computer would then present them with the first trial.
Each subject was required to solve the puzzle 10 times. After completing each trial a subject would get the next trial by clicking the mouse on a button marked 'get next task'.
RESULTS
All the data were log transformed to stabilise the variance for the purpose of statistical analysis using analysis of variance (cf. Ericsson, 1974) . The means and results of the Analyses of variance and simple main effects analyses for experiment 1 can be seen in For number of moves to solution there were significant main effects of interface (F(1, 18) = 6.50, p < .05, MSe = .348), trial (F(9, 162) = 36.52, p < .01, MSe = .036) and a significant interaction (F(9, 162) = 3.00, p < .01, MSe = .036). For total time to solution data there was a significant main effect of trial only (F(9, 162) = 52.05, p < .01, MSe = .041). For inter-move latencies there were significant main effects of interface (F(1, 18) = 5.10, p < .05, MSe = .105), trial (F(9, 162) = 6.89, p < .01, MSe = .015)and a significant interaction (F(9, 162) = 9.51, p < .01, MSe = .015).
Trend analyses of the different conditions over successive trials were also carried out. For the number of moves data and the total time to solution data there were significant linear and quadratic curve components in both the high and low cost conditions (p < .01). For the inter-move latency data, only the curve in the high cost undo condition contained significant linear and quadratic components (p < .01).
DISCUSSION
In line with the predictions of the cost-benefit model, it can be seen that solution lengths (at least initially) were shorter when the interface being used to solve the puzzle imposed a high implementation cost on undoing incorrect moves. For the high cost group, the cost of continued planning remains lower than the physical cost associated with search via the physical manipulation of the external display for a longer duration than the low cost group. This is due to the higher implementation cost incurred by poor action choices. As such, they continue to plan for longer in the high cost group thereby requiring less action in the external problem space representation as evinced by the shorter solution lengths.
The reason why this difference in performance between the high-cost and low-cost conditions is only seen on the first few trials is probably because the slide-jump puzzle has only two mirror image solution paths. As shown by the trend analyses subjects are able to learn over the course of the experiment one or both of these paths, resulting in optimum solutions in later trials. What is important from the point of view of the cost-benefit theory, though, is that in the high-cost condition, subjects' initial performance is more efficient than the low cost subjects.
The notion of more planning in the high cost condition relative to low cost group is supported more directly by the inter-move latency data which provide an indication of the amount of cognitive activity taking place between moves (cf. Robertson and Black, 1986) . In the high cost group, the higher intermove latencies over the initial trials suggests that a larger proportion of their search of the problem space is indeed performed within the internal representation, in the form of planning. There is a gradual drop off in the amount of planning in the high cost group over the course of the experiment as evinced by the trend analysis. Why should this be if the implementation cost remains the same throughout the experiment? This pattern of data can also be explained within the cost-benefit model.
As the subjects learn more about the puzzle through repeated performance they are increasingly able to generate better initial plans. This increases the mental costs associated with further planning as it becomes, according to Anderson's (1993) goodness distribution, increasingly difficult to improve on these initial plans. Thus, generating improvements will take relatively more mental search time. On later trials, then, as a result of producing better plans through learning, it should become increasingly difficult for a particular implementation cost to justify the increased planning time necessary to make an improvement Therefore planning should be stopped sooner.
A potentially important aspect of the findings is the fact that there are no statistical differences in the total time to solution data for both the high cost and low cost undo interfaces (in contrast to the findings reported by O'Hara and Payne, 1988 within a similar experimental paradigm). This provides support for the fact that there are differences in problem solving strategies between the two groups since without such differences in problem solving strategies one might expect to see differences in solution times between the groups that proportional to the differences in implementation costs. This is also interesting from an applied perspective for which time is an important issue. Notwithstanding the difficulties of interpreting null effects, it seems that by increasing the cost of backtracking only, it may be possible to influence strategies so as to obtain efficient performance, in terms of number of moves, without any major effect on the overall time taken to solve a problem.
In this experiment and the O'Hara & Payne (1998) experiments, operator implementation cost was manipulated by varying the string length of a command sequence. If the cost benefit model is a good explanation of the demonstrated effects of manipulating command lengths then it should also encompass implementation costs along other dimensions. In order to test further the predictions of the cost-benefit model, then, it was felt necessary to explore different manipulations of implementation cost. The second experiment was designed for this purpose. In particular, its aim was to look more explicitly at the cost dimension of time which, in the command length manipulations of experiment 1 and the O'Hara & Payne (1998) studies, had been confounded with physical effort -typing a string of characters being more effortful than typing a single character aswell as taking more time.
Experiment 2
3.1. INTRODUCTION In order to look at time-only manipulations of implementation cost, this experiment uses a manipulation of pressing practical relevance to Human-Computer Interaction, namely system response time or, more precisely, lockout time. Lockout is a term coined by Corley (1976) to define the interval between system feedback and the point at which the system is ready for the next input (to be contrast with the other aspect of system response time, i.e. the lag between user input and system feedback). The effects of system response time and lockout time on strategy selection and task performance have already been documented, to some extent, but without the emergence of any consistent conclusions (Boehm, et al., 1971; Grossberg, et al., 1976; Shneiderman, 1979; Bergman et al., 1981; Goodman and Spence, 1981; Teal and Rudnicky, 1992) . Grossberg, et al.(1976) showed that increased delays led to more cautious and deliberate problem solving with subsequently fewer commands used and fewer errors made during the problem solving activity. Bergman et al.(1981) and Boehm, et al.(1971) also reported findings consistent with these effects. Shneiderman (1979) , however, showed that while users adopted different strategies with different system response times, other measures of performance remained constant. Others, such as Miller (1968) and Martin and Corl (1986) , have shown purely negative effects of increased system response time on task performance.
As Teal and Rudnicky (1992) argue, the lack of consistency in the conclusions drawn from these studies presumably stems from the use of different tasks and different dependent variables as performance measures. The cost-benefit framework provides a suitable framework within which to make predictions about a range of different performance measures on the basis of particular task characteristics.
This experiment attempts to provide support for the argument that time is an important dimension of operator implementation cost by manipulating the lockout time on the user interface to the 8-puzzle and examining the resulting performance on a range of quantitative measures. The 8-puzzle consists of eight numbered 'tiles' arranged in a 3x3 matrix, one of the cells of which is 'empty'. The aim of the puzzle is to rearrange the tiles by moving them one at a time into the currently empty cell, until the desired goal configuration is reached (see figure 2). Within the cost-benefit theory of planning and action, it is hypothesised that imposing a higher lockout time on each implementation of an operator should result in more planning when trying to solve the 8-puzzle and consequently lead to shorter solution lengths.
The basic principle underlying this prediction is that lockout time (like longer command length) changes the relative costs of planning and action. In the case of lockout time (unlike longer command length) the relative costs are changed from two directions: the time costs of implementation are increased and the time costs of planning are decreased (because planning time within the lockout time does not contribute to total solution time). One possible caution in exploring this argument is that any lockout time greater than zero may provoke an affective reaction that influences subjects' strategies. For this reason, two varying non-zero lockouts are compared.
METHOD
Subjects
The subjects were 20 students from the School of Psychology of the University of Wales, College of Cardiff. Each subject was given either £6.00 or course credit for participating.
Apparatus
As with experiment 1 except that after each move a lockout between system response and the next user action would be imposed (approximately 3.3 seconds for the low cost group and 7 seconds for the high cost group). No undo operators were necessary for this puzzle.
Design
The experiment was a 2-factor between-subjects design. The factors were:-(1) Interface (between subjects) i. The first level of this factor gave subjects immediate feedback about the effects of their action. Then there would be a delay of 450 ticks (7 seconds) before a beep indicated that subjects could make their next move. ii.
Same as level 1 but with a delay of 200 ticks (3.3 seconds). (2) Trial (1-10) -within subjects.
The dependent variables were the number of moves to solution, and the total time to solution. Unlike in experiment 1 and the O'Hara and Payne (1998) studies, meaningful measurement of inter-move latency was not possible in this design because of the difficulties in separating time delays caused by increased cognitive activity from those caused by the lockout time imposed by the interface.
Procedure
As in experiment 1 except each subject was required to solve the 8-puzzle of the same start configuration 10 times. The starting configuration was as shown in figure 3. 
RESULTS
All the data were log transformed to stabilise the variance for the purpose of statistical analysis using analysis of variance (cf. Ericsson, 1974 For the number of moves data there was a significant main effect of interface (F(1, 18) = 7.66, p <.05, MSe = .347) and trial (F(9, 162) = 8.46, p < .01, MSe = .046). For the total time to solution data there was a significant main effect of trial (F(9, 162) = 11.57, p < .01, MSe = .052) but no effect of interface.
3.4. DISCUSSION Unlike in the O'Hara and Payne (1998) studies it was not possible to get a direct measure of the amount of planning activity using inter-move latencies. Meaningful measurement of inter-move latency was not possible in this design because of the difficulties in separating time delays caused by increased cognitive activity from those caused by the lockout time imposed by the interface. As such it was necessary to analyse the experiment in terms of performance indicators of planning activity such as solution lengths and solution times.
From the pattern of results, it can be seen how problem solving strategy selection is influenced by the manipulation of lockout time. In line with the predictions of the cost-benefit model of planning/action levels the experiment shows how a longer lockout time resulted in shorter solution lengths. Solution lengths can be seen as an indicator of the amount of search in the external representation of the problem space. This suggests that with a higher lockout time subjects' search of the distributed problem space was done less by the strategy of manipulating the external task representation (acting) and more by the strategy of traversing the internal representation of the problem space (planning). The longer solution lengths seen in the shorter lockout condition indicate search of the problem space using more manipulation of the external representation and consequently less traversal of the internal representation. Therefore the pattern of data is consistent with the notion that the level of planfulness is proportional to the level of cost associated with the operators involved.
This explanation is also consistent with the total time data. If the imposed lockout time operator implementation cost was having no effect on the levels of planning and acting, then the pattern of times-to-solution should mirror the level of time delay, and the 7 second delay condition should lead to longer solution times than the 3.3 second delay condition. That there is no statistically significant difference between these two conditions supports the conclusion that lockout cost increases planning activity (N.B. caution is necessary when interpreting null effects). Furthermore, there is perhaps some practical significance in the fact that greater mental activity can reduce the overall temporal effects of a doubling in lockout time.
The total time data differs from the pattern seen in the O'Hara and Payne (1998) studies, which showed statistically longer solution times with the high implementation cost interfaces. The fact that there was no statistical difference in solution times reported in the current study may be explained in terms if the fact that instantiation of implementation cost through lockout times allows users to continue planning while incurring the implementation cost. In the O'Hara and Payne (1998) studies, the instantiation of implementation cost in terms of increasing command string lengths meant that simultaneous planning was hindered while incurring the implementation cost.
Experiment 3
INTRODUCTION
The use of simple puzzle-like tasks is useful for the purpose of controlled investigation of the phenomena at issue. Their use, though, moderates the claims about some of the applied implications of the findings. In particular, puzzle tasks impose acute cognitive demands compared with many everyday computer-use tasks that users may not perceive as problems at all. In many everyday tasks the availability of some solution strategy is almost immediate so that planning is not necessary in order to accomplish the task. This experiment seeks to test the generalisability of the phenomena by examining the effects of operator cost on the performance of a simple administrative computer-based task that does not have the same puzzle like status as the tasks used in the first two experiments. The task involves repetitive copying of text between documents, and the manipulation is of system lockout time after using the copy and paste operators. Despite our arguments for the use of non-zero lockout times in experiment 2, zero lockout is the everyday experience of many computer users. Consequently this experiment compares zero lockout with a lockout of approximately seven seconds.
METHOD
Subjects
The subjects were 20 students in the psychology department of the University of Wales College Cardiff. Each subject was given either £2.00 or credit as part of their compulsory course requirement.
4.2.2.Task
The simplest way to describe the task is to paraphrase the instructions given to experimental subjects. Imagine you are involved in the organisation of a conference. One of the jobs is to send a letter to each attendee showing an itemised account of what they owe. The amount each person has to pay depends on their registration fee (Speaker, delegate, committee member, BCS member), their accommodation (Queen Mary Hall, New Hall, Broomhill Hotel, own accommodation), their eating arrangements (Lunches and Dinners, Lunches only, Dinners only, own meals). Information about registration, their organisations, accommodation, and meals are stored on separate lists (see figure 4 for an example of one of the lists). Each list is arranged into four subcategories. Each sub category contains five attendees. Thus there are twenty conference attendees altogether.
Accomodation
Queen Mary Hall -£60.00
New Hall -£87.50
Broomhill Hotel -£96.00
Own Accommodation -£0.00 The task is to complete each person's letter by filling in the missing pieces of information. Each letter requires the address of the respective attendee's organisation to be placed between the two dots on the top left hand of the page. In addition they must fill in the appropriate information for the registration fee (e.g. Speaker -£180.00), accommodation (e.g. Broomhill Hotel -£96.00), and meal requirements (e.g. Dinners only -£36.00). All the necessary information is in the lists in the form of sub category headings. Therefore the missing pieces of information are filled in by simply copying the appropriate sub category heading from the lists and pasting it into the correct position of the letter. When a letter has been completed it is "printed" by pressing on the print button at the bottom right of the letter. If all the information on the letter is correct a tick will appear next to the respective person's letter access button. Otherwise the letter cannot be printed. Only when all twenty ticks are shown, i.e. when all the letters have been correctly completed, is the task finished.
There is no restriction on the order in which the task is performed. It is not a requirement to complete a letter and then move on to the next one in serial order. The letters can be done in any order and incomplete letters can be left to access another. Thus, it is left to the discretion of the user as to what they consider the best way of doing the task. Because each sub category heading is needed five times, the most efficient way of doing the task is to copy a sub category heading and paste it everywhere it needs to go while the information is in the clipboard. Such a strategy, however, may demand a high amount of mental effort to work it out since it is not immediately obvious. Other strategies such as doing the task letter by letter may demand less mental effort but more physical effort and time. Thus the task involves trade-offs analogous to the problem solving situations already studied within the costbenefit framework.
4.2.3.Apparatus
The experiment was run on a Macintosh Quadra 700 with a 20" screen using Hypercard version 2.0. The keyboard was removed so only the mouse was available for use. Consequently, only the copy and paste commands were available to the subjects. The layout of the interface for the task can be seen in Figure 6 .
COPY PASTE Letters Lists
Letter access keys List access keys Buffer window Figure 6 . The layout of the interface for the conference organisation task.
Design
The experiment was a 1-factor between-subjects design. The factor was the amount of system lockout time imposed after using the copy and paste functions of the interface. The different levels of lockout time were:
1. 0 ticks (0 seconds) 2. 450 ticks (approx. 7 seconds)
Data was automatically collected on task performance in terms of number of button presses used to complete the task and the amount of time taken to finish it.
Procedure
Each subject was presented with instructions (see above) informing them of the aim of the task and the procedures to carry it out. The copy and paste functions were carefully described since an understanding of how they work is essential for an appropriate cost-benefit analysis of strategy choice. This involved an explanation of how copied text is stored in the buffer window on the screen. Subjects were then told that whatever was in the buffer window would be pasted when the paste button was pressed. It was pointed out that subjects could paste the piece of copied text as many times as desired without the need to re-copy every time the paste button was used. The experimental task was then presented. The experimenter gave a guided tour of the interface again. This involved a demonstration of how to access individuals' letters and the four lists of information. The experimenter gave each subject an example of transferring a bit of information from a list to a letter. It was emphasised that subjects did not have to complete a letter before moving on to another one and that they could do the task in any way they chose. If subjects had no questions they were then told to proceed with the task.
RESULTS
All the data were log-transformed before being subject to a 1-way analysis of variance. The means and outcomes of the ANOVAs can be see in 4.4. DISCUSSION Again, in line with the cost-benefit theory, subjects in the high time cost condition completed the task in fewer moves. With the high implementation cost the benefits of investing more cognitive effort into further planning before acting were greater than in the low time cost condition -leading to less acting in terms of shorter solution lengths in the high lockout group.
Unlike in the first two experiments, there was a significant between the two groups in terms of the total time to solution with the high lockout group taking longer to complete the task than the low lockout group. The argument that the time difference is not proportional to the differences in lockout cost can be used here suggesting some difference in strategies between the two groups. However, some explanation as to why the same cost manipulation as experiment 2 produces different task completion times is warranted. It can be speculated that because of the repetitive nature of the task, it is very difficult for further planning to be of continued benefit once an efficient strategy has been planned and implemented. This means that beyond a certain point in the task, planning can no longer continue to compensate for high implementation costs which can then only contribute to increased solution time.
When the data were examined at a more fine-grained level it is possible to discover the types of strategies adopted by subjects. In the high cost condition all subjects bar one made some effort at reducing the number of moves required to do the task. The majority of subjects at some stage adopted the strategy of doing the task list by list and pasting a piece of information multiple times while it was in the copy buffer. This strategy reduces the number of times a piece of information has to be copied and thus allows the task to be completed in 180 moves if used throughout. This strategy is of particular importance because the initial presentation of the task and the goal of the task to subjects would appear to encourage a letter by letter representation. Thus this strategy requires the subjects to shift away from the most obvious representation to a different one in order to allow a more efficient performance of the task.
In the low cost condition the majority of subjects fixed on the easier representation of the task in terms of letter by letter. This strategy would take 260 moves if adopted throughout. In order to reduce the number of moves in this condition some subjects, while still adopting the letter by letter representation, would start the next letter using the list with which the previous letter was finished (as opposed to using a fixed order of lists for each letter). A few of the subjects in the low cost condition managed to shift their representation and adopted the multiple paste strategy but these discovered this strategy later in the experimental session than did those in the high cost condition.
In sum, then, it has been demonstrated how the predictions of the cost-benefit model in relation to operator implementation costs can also be realised in a task which does not have the peculiar characteristics of the puzzle-like tasks studied earlier. While this experiment still explores the issue within the stripped down, controlled conditions of the laboratory, it nevertheless is more suggestive that the phenomenon at hand will likely generalise beyond the particular characteristics current studies to other tasks with the non puzzle-like status that is typical of many everyday tasks.
General Discussion
It has been argued in this paper that a useful tool within which to understand human-computer interaction and the impact of certain interface parameters on performance is that of rational analysis. Rational Analysis, with its central premise of optimisation, allows an interaction to be viewed in terms of relative costs and benefits and how these are traded off in determining task strategy choice. While cost benefit approaches in HCI are not new (see Young and MacLean, 1988 for a good example), the current work has more explicitly explored the cost-benefit trade-offs between the mental (planning) and physical (acting) exploration of the task space representation. More specifically, within this framework, the current paper has introduced and examined systematically the notion of implementation cost associated with an interface and the effects that this can have on task strategy in terms of levels of planning verses acting.
In the three experiments reported in the paper, it has been demonstrated how the cost-benefit trade-off between planning and action was shifted when there were changes in implementation costs. When costs were high, the benefits of increased planning before acting (in terms of reducing the amount of necessary acting) outweighed the increased cognitive costs associated with further planning. As such, when implementation costs were experimentally manipulated in terms of both error recovery methods (experiment 1) and lockout time (experiments 2 and 3), greater planning and less acting were seen when implementation costs associated with an interface were high. This was even the case in a nonpuzzle-like task in which certain ways of doing the task were immediately visible to the user (experiment 3). Conversely, when the implementation costs associated with the interface were low, less planning and more acting were seen since the benefits of further planning no longer outweighed the cognitive costs associated with it.
The findings are particularly important from a Human-Computer Interaction point of view since they help demonstrate that different system response delays and costs, even if only on error recovery aspects of a system, may have a range of different effects on usability and efficiency which need to be considered in design. Increases in system response times clearly have more impact than mere corresponding increases in the time of an interaction. Rather, such costs fundamentally change the nature of the user's interaction with the system and task and the ways in which the user depends on display manipulation and cognitive resources used to achieve the task.
In considering design implications, because the various cost manipulations have both performance benefits and deficits on different criteria (e.g. shorter solution lengths but increased solution times) one might deliberately manipulate the design of interface costs so as to achieve better performance on particular criteria. Shorter task completion times would in most everyday circumstances be the paramount performance criterion, and thus on the basis of some of current findings would indicate the use of smaller implementation costs. However, in other situations such as educational settings, one might place greater emphasis on the user finding more efficient solutions and consequent learning. In such circumstances one might deliberately impose high implementation costs within the interface in order to encourage more reflective problem solving and consequently better learning.
We feel that the real importance of the current studies, however, lies in their less immediate implications. Rather than simply suggesting deliberate interface cost design, the current paper more generally begins to develop an understanding of the dynamics and contingencies of strategy choice in terms of how people use mental and display-based task representations together in achieving their goals. When this understanding matures, we hope that it can be exploited to design task representations that encourage and support the appropriate strategy choices given the performance attributes of a particular system. For example, in networked systems, such as the internet where implementation costs from time delays are common place, interface designers may want to more explicitly consider in their designs the impact of these delays on cognitive strategy choices. Additional consideration could also be given to providing users with more explicit information about implementation costs that they will be likely to experience during the course of their interactions.
